BATHROOMS ARE BECOMING PERSONAL SPACES WITH
WORLD CLASS ACCESSORIES AND FITTINGS THAT ARE
ELEVATING THEM TO THE NEXT LEVEL.

FOCUS BATHROOMS

BATHROOM LUXE
BY BINDU GOPAL RAO

W

ith new age washbasins, faucets,
furnishings, bathtubs, lights and
accessories, bathroom conversations are
getting more and more interesting. Today,
the lines are blurring between bathroom
design and architectural sensibilities, even as designers
are focusing on the space that matters a lot. Using new age

materials, functions and gadgets, bathrooms are being finetuned in an ever-changing ensemble to become innovative and
beautiful. Interestingly, the focus today is all about ecofriendly
accessories and fixtures that also save water, apart from being
energy efficient. After all, the bathroom is a personal space that
demands time and investment. We list some products that can
shape the bathroom of your dreams.

FIXTURES
Grohe SmartActive Hand Shower has three great spray
patterns and comes with a choice of two sleek shapes, round
and square for a fun bathing experience.

Gohe Tempesta 250 range is the first choice for
relaxing and revitalising showering experiences
and its EcoJoy technology saves up to 40 per cent
of water too.

Grohe Rainshower SmartActive Hand Shower
& Body Spray ups
the ante as far as the
shower routine is concerned with a pulsating water
massage. When you activate
the water, the body sprays
pop out of the cover plate, allowing you to switch between
Rain and Active Jet spray easily by turning them.

Carlo Frattini India’s Still by Fima is a showerhead with minimal state of art design with
a simple and linear concept, whose clean and
essential lines emphasise the natural movement of the water and gives an oomph factor
to the bath space.

Carlo Frattini India’s 03 by Fima is a transparent and delicate jet that, in contact with the
body, gives a pleasant sensation of regeneration and relaxes you instantly.

Euronics Hand Dryers are designed with a highvelocity air stream that eliminates water droplets
and vapour, drying your hands in seconds.

Euronics Sensor Taps have built-in sensors
that allow it to detect motion, and when an
object appears, like a hand in front of the tap,
it automatically lets out the flow of water immediately and cuts down water wastage by
up to 70 per cent.
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Kohler Vive Pillar Tap
has an easy and playful
handle and avoids contact with the vessel wall
even at low pressure.

Kohler’s rain duet
filter shower comes
with a built in 5-layer
cartridge with 2 filter
meshes for sand and
dirt, an activated
charcoal layer for
heavy metals, a KDF
layer for chlorine and
organic constituents
and an anti-scalant
layer for white spots in
bathroom fitting.

Hansgrohe
Metropol floor
standing single
lever taps for
wash basins
and bathtubs
make impressive
design
statements in
your home
with their sleek
designs.

Hansgrohe Pulsify Showers are
fitted with eco-smart technology
to use up to 60 percent less water,
making it easy to maintain, owing
to its quick clean technology.

Hansgrohe Talis E self-closing faucet impresses in
terms of design, sustainability, and robustness. The
automatic stop of the water flow means there is no need
to touch the surface after washing your hands, the need
of the hour.

Roca Parryware by Broadway Family Spa has acoustic
isolation with three headrests
and is self-supporting with a
capacity of 1,100 liters. It also
has underwater lighting, 23
jets, hot water maintenance
and a non-slip bottom.

Kohler Modern Life Edge Wall-hung
Toilet with UF Seat is the slimmest
bathroom suite powered by XTR
Tech™: eXtra Thin Rim Technology to
create a slim durable ceramic profile,
with minimum aesthetic interruptions.

Hansgrohe Rainfinity overhead
showers, shoulder shower, hand
showers, and shower pipes add
modern extravagance to your
bathroom. Switch intuitively and
easily between different jet types
with select controls and enjoy a
sensuous pampering session.

Roca Parryware by
Zen Hydromassage
Cabin helps combat
stress and stimulate
cardiovascular circulation. Its sophisticated design and ideal
dimensions turn your
bathroom into a space
for health and wellbeing.

Water Science CLEO MultiFlow Shower Filter SFM - 419
gives you a superior showering experience with an in-built
water filter, five different
flow modes and four-layer
filter that removes harmful
contaminants in water.

Hansgrohe Wall
stories consists of
strip and modular
accessories that have
a simple installation
process and are
perfect for wet
environments.

Agape Storage Unit EVO 21, Benedini Associati (2021) is a chest,
closed only on the sides and bottom, with two horizontal beams that
give strength and stability to the structure. The absence of a back panel
and a top that can freely accommodate a washbasin in any position
mean the unit can be arranged freely, and easily connected to drains.

Brilloca Hindware Tankless is
a wall mounted
EWC from
Hindware Italian
collection that
does not require
a concealed cistern for flushing,
allowing more
bathroom space
while ensuring
hygiene.
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Hindware Touchfree Water closets
EWC are available in round and square
designs, adding more hygiene and convenience and style to bathrooms.

Agape Memory Mix, Benedini Associati (2021) builds on
the iconic cross-shaped handle
of the Memory progressive
faucet collection in an aesthetic
continuity that meets diverse
functional and practical needs
and can be mounted on the
wall or a surface.

Monolith Series by Nuance Studio
is a new series of wash basins where
you can customise the basins to your
taste. Monolith series wash basins
are monolithically cast along with
vanity counter, fascia and backsplash if needed.
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Bathroom Essentials by
Aparna Unispace offers a
wide range of bathroom essentials to make bathrooms
both beautiful and practical.
These include exhaust and
plumbing systems, instant
water geysers, and sensor
mirrors from renowned
national and international
brands.
2
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Keuco: Edition
90 has strong
contours with a
continuous architectural line with a
filigree design, perfect for a minimalist living style.

Keuco: Black Selection has a series of
matt black bathroom
furnishings that add
compelling accents
in the bathroom with
their elegant, silky and
velvety styles.
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ACCESSORIES

Ramon Soler: Urban Chic
Fittings available in Matt
Black, PVD Gold and PVD
Nickel is a faucet range that
is an IF design award winner
and is reminiscent of waterfalls with its water flow.

1. CAC - Elan Soap Dispenser by Baro Market is made in
metal and has a dark copper finish that works well in a
bathroom. The CAC - Breton Tray made of MDF and resin
are a great addition to a modern or contemporary bath or
powder room.
2. CAC - Shell Soap Dish by Baro Market are trays delicately
carved out of shells from West Bengal and are perfect for
keeping any trinkets, keys or jewelry or can even be used
as a soap dish for the bathroom.
3. Autumn Leaf Towel Hanger from iTokri.com takes
inspiration from history, fantasy and folklore. Handmade
using natural colours, this hanger will surely add glamour
to any bathroom.
4. Medallion Porcelain Basin with Mirror Set by The Décor
Kart is baked at extremely high temperatures exceeding 1,300 degrees, making them exceptionally durable.
The construction of the basin is such that it prevents the
splashing of water.
5. Anemos Ceiling Tile Fan is meant for low height which
cannot accommodate regular fans. It works wonderfully
for bathrooms and can be installed with false ceiling and
is also an energy-saving fan.
6. Anemos The Goblin comes with a ‘splitting technology’
where the light and fan can be controlled separately by

the remote so that you can use either both or one of them
depending on your needs.
7. Seniority Double Sided Magnifying Mirror with Swivel
allows you to view the mirror on both sides and combine
a normal mirror and a magnifying mirror.
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Grohe: www.grohe.com/en
Euronics: www.euronics.co.in
FIMA: Carlo Frattini India: www.fimacf.in
Kohler: www.kohler.co.in
American Standard Spalet: www.americanstandard.in
Hansgrohe: www.hansgrohe.in
Brilloca Hindware: www.brilloca.com
Roca Parryware: www.roca.in
Water Science: www.waterscience.in
Apage Memory Mix: www.agapedesign.it/en
Nuance Studio: www.thenuancestudio.com
Aparna Unispace: www.aparnaenterprisesltd.com
Baro Market: www.baromarket.in
The Décor Kart: www.thedecorkart.com
iTokri.com: www.itokri.com
Anemos: www.anemos.in
Seniority: www.seniority.in A&I
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